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About a lost man, in a state of deception and those alike, it is said that "he does not know in which 
the world is he." The other "sensible", "normal", "healthy", "wise", "sound" would know this. Let us 
ask ourselves every man to himself: but me myself, do I really know in which world am I? Could it 
be that I only think that I know this? "There is no man without error," errare humanum est. 
 
The Good Lord in His foreknowledge and love saw this before and gave us all the needed and 
useful teachings, through the Old Testament Prophets and Scripture. And because our God is the 
God of order and harmony, He ordered also the discovery made to us by the Prophets, i.e., from 
the very beginning: the creation of the world. Therefore, man find out in which world is he living 
from God through the revelation of the Holy Spirit Who spoke through the Prophets. Genesis, 
cosmogony, it’s composition and order - cosmology - followed by biology and anthropology are 
revealed to man by God in the book of Genesis, first chapter. The revealed teaching is divine and 
therefore those contained in it are for the faithful Orthodox Christian dogma necessary for the 
salvation of the soul (St. John Chrysostom, Homilies on Genesis). 
 
The notion of dogma was often distorted by understanding them in a one-way, that of eternal and 
immutable truth preached by the Church under local or ecumenical councils. Certainly that is so, 
but wider and equally true, by the divine dogmas is understood all teaching revealed by God and 
which have to be believed and confessed as those made in the above mentioned councils. 
 
And if it is so, the dogmatic teachings concerning the Creation of the world must be put at the 
beginning of catechetical teaching, something that the Church did at the outset of the baptismal 
catechesis, especially those made during Lent. The most known that come to us were the Homilies 
on Genesis of the Saints Basil the Great and John Chrysostom. These revelations, teachings, 
dogmas, are the only true and unfailingly, eternal, unchanging, ortho-doxes, wheat with spiritual 
nourishment, being inspired by the Holy Spirit and received by consensus Ecclesiae and 
consensus Patrum (St. Theophylact of Bulgaria). 
 
It is the duty of the Church to do in a good way exactly what is called "brain wash" - not in the 
pejorative and negative meaning given to this action (it seems that the words in question were 
drawn from US-Asian conflicts, is one of the processes that Chinese Communists applied the on 
American prisoners), but in the exact meaning of cleaning, getting rid of passions, because the 
bowl must first clean the inside and not how did the Pharisees. These above relate all equally, 
even those who will later take the path of the church, for the purposes of entry into monastic or 
clergy. 
 
The following on cosmology and creation of the world, the movements of stars, etc., are also 
revealed dogma of the Holy Spirit in Scripture and expounded by the Fathers. But not all are aware 
that, living under the law of grace, the Gospel, requires knowledge and confession of God's 
revelation made by Moses and other prophets in the Old Testament. Regarding the beginning, that 
Alpha of the revelation, Genesis, those things described by Moses are by no means obsolete in 
any way, either by the law of grace (Christianity) and much less by the science of this century, 
springing from the minds of some who were removed from the true Church. That this is so, have 
testified repeatedly Lord Himself, the Scriptures and the Holy Fathers. 
 
In the contemporary period Saint John Maximovitch says: "The mystery of Creation is the mystery 
of the Holy Trinity." These homilies and catechesis about Genesis and the human were made in 
ancient times during Lent. In 2000 years from the birth of the Savior and almost as many of the 
founding of Church with all Fathers and theologians, no one could think on unheard of new 
discoveries or interpretations. If about St. John Damascene (7th century) it was said that he was not 
a creator of theology but a compilator (which is doubtful in fact), especially in the 21st century we 
only have to put together various patristic homilies on Genesis, and to recover the scriptural and 
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patristic cosmology, i.e. that of the church. We will therefore focus on the patristic models, bringing 
them to light. 
We think that, broadly, any major and essential, existential issue is approached at the following 
levels (we expose them somewhat "scholastic" for ease of understanding): 
- Theological (this includes also religious, spiritual); 
- Philosophical (here comes also metaphysical, teleological, cultural, moral, ideological, artistic, 
psychological); 
- Political (this includes legal, economic, strategic/military, sociological, communication); 
- Scientific (this includes technology) 
 
If we accept this classification, we see that these levels are different but certainly there is a less or 
greater connection between them. Now, coming to our issue cosmology, we find that it also fits in 
that model, of course in proportions vastly different. So it seems to be very important in terms of 
theological, philosophical and scientific, less in the other, but without being absent even there. For 
our part, we consider that the theological level is the highest, there God meets man, revelation 
meets research, is the area where it can be found the eternal and unchanging truth. All others 
remain in the human sphere, one ever changing and anytime subject to error. 
 
Again, we recall the notions of truth and power. Here we mean by "truth" that revealed and 
infallible of divine origin. "Power" here means human worldly authority (mainly found to the level 3). 
It can be easily seen that the two are distinct and one does not necessarily imply the other. We can 
see that in many instances they even stood against each other, "power" impose her currently 
"truth" of which is interested by all the means available to it at hand. "Truth" suffer temporary 
setbacks, is persecuted and suppressed, but not destroyed and at appropriate times is emerging 
as a dandelion that breaks the asphalt. 
 
There was no need to emphasize that this work is not scientific, but a theological one. Not to 
disregard the importance of "human" levels referred to, we will take as a model the approach of the 
Fathers, and respect their dosages: as much theology and some philosophical and science, to the 
extent that it would be necessary. We will use the science of the church, and not that of man. The 
latter strives to discover, demonstrate and prove, through assumptions and theories; in Christianity 
there is revelation, confession and preaching. We try with weak power and shortcomings, but 
helped by the Almighty, we wish to be in truth. There is no way to have any dialogue or any 
controversy with profane scholars. 
 
The Holy Scripture is the word of God inspired to the prophets and in the New Testament to the 
Holy Apostles. 
As such it is theology, and can be called "science of sciences". Hence the one who really desires 
knowledge can really reap the teachings (information) related also to astronomy, history, geology, 
geography, botany, zoology, anthropology, etc., knowledge that are granted by the Holy Spirit. 
They contain just so many details and descriptions as are needed for human, the other being just 
poor inquiries of the human mind fallen in original sin, the pleasure to satisfy the curiosity, 
insatiable knowledge. 
 
To proceed to any study should be started at the beginning, the foundation. This applies exactly 
also to theology whose starting point was and remains forever is the first book: Genesis. As you 
see, we have insisted in particular on issues related to cosmology, passing briefly over the 
passages, so to say, of biology, anthropology, geography, etc. These are already much larger dealt 
with in other works and as such better known (see for example Ierom. Seraphim Rose Genesis, 
Creation and Early Man). Of course, any reader can see what major issues of faith, spiritual and 
intellectual, will appear from reading these texts: the total incompatibility of the scriptural and 
patristic teaching with the "science" that he is fed from infancy. So, to carry out this study and 
obtain spiritual fruit it is absolutely to delete the preconceptions in order to receive with a clear 
conscience those of the Bible and the Fathers. It's really not very easy, but without which it will not 
follow such useful fruits... 
 
The purpose of the universe: Life 



 
The verses in Genesis, Chapter 1:1-8, 15-21 highlight the aim of creation of the universe: the 
earth, the luminaries, the stars, the planets, with earth in the center. 
 
Why just the earth? Because in the center of the world there has to be life, something neglected by 
astronomy. God created from love the whole universe as the earth's habitat, the only body with life 
on it. There was created the crown of the universe, man, the image and likeness of God. There 
was incarnate, was born, was baptized, was crucified, resurrected, and ascended to heaven, God 
the Son and Word. There He will come with glory to judge the living and the dead, making a "new 
heaven and new earth." We confess our belief that the Holy Spirit has spoken through the 
Prophets, such as Moses. But not only them but also through the Evangelists, Apostles and 
Fathers. And they all had the gift of prophecy. It's time to reset things on their holy and true track, 
no matter what the "world" should say about that. The importance of study and knowledge of the 
book of Genesis is neglected in our days, or worse, distorted and heretical interpretations are 
presented, because of the endeavor of harmonizing Scripture with contemporary science, with 
whom the first one comes fully on the collision course. 
 
 
For scriptural passages related to immobility Earth go to Consensus of the Fathers and 
ecclesiastical writers on geocentricism 
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